This year, I followed a young patient who is being investigated for a probable leukemia,[1] He said he was a gardener. I tried to explain what his diagnostic hypothesis was, but I had a distinct feeling that he hadn’t quite understood the situation. I always feel this feeling of anguish, a certain impotence, because the exact understanding involves a minimum amount of knowledge that this gentleman must have about health, citizenship or even general education, which a good part of the population that we treat in public hospitals does not have.

This patient who does not understand his illness very well and what effectively needs to be done for a correct diagnosis and treatment. Added to this is the difficulty of having access to new expensive drugs and, as if that were not enough, some essential drugs for the treatment of cancer, such as carmustine[2], used to conditioning regimen of Bone Marrow transplant, which simply disappeared from the Brazilian market and left with restrict options to treat these patients.

In any case, it is not the first time that we have dealt with this reality, and many will say that there is nothing new in my report or that it used to be much worse. I agree with these two statements, but this process remains very difficult, painful and very worrying. When a patient has a cancer diagnosis and needs a treatment that doesn’t have another option, we see clearly that it’s necessary discuss this reality and try to find a solution. I participated in February of a congress in the United States; there I could see the main updates in the treatments of onco-hematology and bone marrow transplantation. I presented an article[3] and, throughout the debate, I tried to show my professional colleagues the profound differences, not to say abysmal, between our realities in Latin America and first world countries. This distance becomes increasingly larger as treatment progresses based on targeted and cellular therapies, with drugs such as immunotherapy associated with chemotherapy or the use of “smart” cells that destroy cancer, which are difficult to access.

Thus, we come to the difficult trinomial that consists of cancer, poverty and lack of access. This leads us to a deep reflection on the real paths we are taking and where this modern, technological and fast society will take us all, if we do not pay attention to the need to place the individual as the priority center of all our actions.
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